Physical activity changes the reaction of circulating phagocytes to antineoplastic drug NSC631570
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Modulation of phagocytes functions is an important component of the therapeutic effect of NSC631570, antineoplastic drug with an ability to be selectively accumulated in tumor tissue and activate apoptosis only in malignant cells but not in normal cells. NSC631570 can cause influx of macrophages into the site of its injection and into the tumor growth area after intravenous administration. The preparation can restore pro-inflammatory functions of macrophages, alternatively polarized by hypoxia. Treatment with NSC631570 is provided both in the outpatient setting (associated with moderate physical activity of patients) and in the inpatient setting (associated with limited excursion). This study is aimed to investigate the effect of physical activity on the reaction of circulating phagocytes to NSC631570. Six healthy volunteers were recruited; blood samples were obtained before and after standardized moderate physical activity, and were treated with NSC632570. ROS generation and phagocytosis were estimated by flow cytometry. Treatment with NSC631570 caused an increase of ROS generation (a marker of “classical” activation) and did not influence phagocytic activity (characteristic for “alternative” activation) in monocytes before physical activity. Phagocytosis and oxidative metabolism of neutrophils from these blood samples were increased after exposure to the preparation. Treatment of blood samples obtained right after physical activity with the drug resulted in slight decrease of monocyte phagocytosis. Neutrophils from these samples were unresponsive to NSC631570. 4 h after physical activity cells had an inverted reaction to the drug: increased phagocytosis and decreased oxidative metabolism. Phagocytes reaction to the drug returned to basal pattern within 16 h.
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